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Originally totem poles were usually carved as part of a Potlatch ceremony, a great and
complex feast with deep meaning to coastal First Nations. One of the totem poles in Alert Bay,
British Columbia, is said to be the tallest in the world. Eagle Totem Pole at Alert Bay, British
Columbia. Archeological evidence suggests that the northern peoples of the West Coast were
among the first to create totem poles before the arrival of Europeans. Totem pole, carved and
painted log, mounted vertically, constructed by the Indians of the Northwest Coast of the
United States and Canada. The term totem pole refers to the tall cedar poles with multiple tall
multiple- figure poles were first made only by the northern Northwest Coast.
Coming into a village, a stranger would first look for a house with a totem pole of his own clan
animal. Its owner was sure to receive him as a friend and offer him.
House frontal poles outside the Haida Heritage Centre, Kaay Llnagay, BC. Photo (c) , Robyn
Hanson. Totem poles are monuments created by First Nations.
On the fourth day, Raven flew past a house with a totem pole in front of it. Wakiash could
hear singing in the house. Wakiash wished he could take the totem pole. Take a look at the
history and legacy of the iconic totem poles of the The tall, narrow, freestanding poles that
were seen by the first European. Totem poles are sculptures carved from large trees, such as
the Western Red Cedar. In North America, totem poles are part of the cultures of many
indigenous .
Totem poles were made to fill a variety of needs, but their primary purposes were to
commemorate people or special events. The first totem poles were carved as.
The golden age of the totem poles lasted for some 40 to 50 years from about onward. After
this, the migration of First Nations populations to the fish. 28 Mar - 3 min - Uploaded by
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